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Abstract—MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of non-coding
RNAs that hybridize to mRNAs and induce either translation
repression or mRNA cleavage. Recently, it has been reported that
miRNAs could possibly play an important role in human diseases. By
integrating miRNA target genes, cancer genes, miRNA and mRNA
expression profiles information, a database is developed to link
miRNAs to cancer target genes. The database provides experimentally
verified human miRNA target genes information, including oncogenes
and tumor suppressor genes. In addition, fragile sites information for
miRNAs, and the strength of the correlation of miRNA and its target
mRNA expression level for nine tissue types are computed, which
serve as an indicator for suggesting miRNAs could play a role in
human cancer. The database is freely accessible at
http://ppi.bioinfo.asia.edu.tw/mirna_target/index.html.
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I. INTRODUCTION

M

(miRNAs) are a class of small non-coding
RNAs. Experimental studies suggested that miRNA
could induce gene silencing [1], [2], [3]. Gene silencing may be
due to either mRNA repression or degradation. Several recent
studies indicated that miRNA could regulate mRNA expression
on a very large scale [4], [5]. It has been reported [6], [7], [8]
that miRNAs could possibly involved in human diseases, and it
could play the role of an oncogene (OCG) and tumor
suppressor gene (TSG).
By integrating heterogeneous types of data, that is miRNA
targets (TarBase [9]), miRNA and mRNA expression data
(NCI-60 [10], [11]), cancer genes (tumor-associated gene
database (TAG) [12]), and literatures data (PubMed), to
investigate the regulatory relationship between miRNAs and
cancer genes.
In the materials and procedures section, we gave a
description of the input data and the methods used in this paper.
In the result section, results for the correlation coefficient of
miRNA and mRNA expression profile for nine tissues (three
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different chips and three different normalization methods) are
reported. The final section is the conclusion section.
II. MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
A. Input datasets
TarBase is a manually curated collection of experimentally
tested miRNAs, which is owned by Alexander Fleming
Biomedical Science Research Center. The database is
functionally linked to several other useful databases such as
Gene Ontology (GO) and UCSC Genome Browser. It can be
accessed at http://diana.cslab.ece.ntua.gr/tarbase/. The present
work employed the TarBase v4 dataset.
MiRBase [13] is a database which collect miRNAs’
precusors, mature miRNAs, FASTA sequences, and their target
genes information. The database can be accessed at
http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/sequences/.
The NCI-60 is a set of 60 human cancer cell lines derived
from diverse tissues. These cell lines include breast cancer,
central neural system cancer, colon cancer, leukemia,
melanoma, non-small cell lung cancer, ovarian cancer, prostate
cancer, and renal cancer. The database can be accessed at
http://discover.nci.nih.gov/cellminer/. Four publicly available
datasets of gene expression profiles are selected in this study,
including the miRNA expression, Affymetrix® U95(A-E),
U133A, and U133B RNA expression datasets. Each of the
RNA expression dataset uses three types of normalization
methods, including GCRMA, MAS5 and RMA. Therefore, a
total of ten datasets, including one miRNA dataset and nine
RNA expression datasets, are used in this study.
The TAG database compiled a list of OCG and TSG through
text-mining approach from the PubMed database. At current
stage, TAG database contains information for 198 OCG, 167
TSG and 151 genes related to oncogenesis. Each of the TAG
record was known to be involved in at least one cancer type.
The
database
can
be
accessed
at
http://www.binfo.ncku.edu.tw/TAG/GeneDoc.php.
MiRNA genes are frequently located at fragile sites. Fragile sites
information for miRNAs are obtained from Calin et al., work [14], and
Debacker & Kooy work [15].

B. Procedures
In the first step, human miRNA entries are selected based on
the goal of this study and 648 miRNA-target gene pairs are left.
TarBase miRNA IDs are mapped to miRBase pre-miRNA IDs
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through a BLAST alignment procedure.
In the second step, NCI-60 miRNA expression data IDs are
converted to miRBase pre-miRNA IDs. After the processing,
635 entries of NCI-60 miRNA expression data are recorded.
We also checked mRNA's gene IDs in NCI-60 Affymetrix
RNA expression datasets and converted these gene IDs to
NCBI official symbols by using Gene Name Service [16]. We
obtained 44855 entries for U95(A-E) dataset, 20169 entries for
U133A dataset, and 16441 entries for U133B dataset after
preprocessing the data.
In the last step, the relationship between miRNA and it's
target gene is quantified by computing the Pearson correlation
coefficient (PCC), which is given by,
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where xi is the expression intensity of miRNA; yi is the
expression intensity of miRNA's target gene; x and y is the
mean expression intensity of the miRNA and its target gene
respectively; and n is the total number of entries of expression
data.

GCRMA

-0.658

MAS5

-0.707

RMA

-0.640

U133B

It is note that the PCC average values are smaller than -0.6 in
all cases, which suggested that hsa-miR-16 could possible play
a role in regulating the BCL2 gene in leukemia [17] and gastric
[18].
The expression level of correlation between miRNA and it's
target gene in cancer cell lines could be understood as the
following. It is known that the biological processing of miRNA
is to repress and/or cleavage the mRNA by incomplete or
complete complementary binding with the mRNA. If miRNA
and it's experimentally target gene which are retrieved in
TarBase dataset are direct interaction, our computation result of
PCC should reveal significant negative correlation. Table 1
results suggested that hsa-miR-16 could possibly play a role in
regulating the cancer gene BCL2.
Fig. 1 shows the PCC results of BCL2 targeted by
hsa-miR-16.

III. RESULTS
The miRNAs’ identifiers in the TarBase and NCI-60
expression datasets are checked in order to standardize with
miRBase's miRNA IDs and NCBI's official gene symbol. After
standardization the TarBase data is reduced from 648 entries to
420 entries. This is because some of the mature miRNA IDs
documented by TarBase do not match with miRBase's mature
miRNA IDs. The number of entries in NCI-60 datasets is also
reduced, this is a result of the second step reported in the
procedures section.
PCC values of miRNA expression level and their target
mRNA expression level for nine tissue types are computed. A
web site is set up for providing human miRNA target genes
information, the PCC of miRNA and its target gene expression
level for nine tissue types. For example, user can input a
TarBase miRNA ID, such as hsa-miR-16, the platform returns
two target genes, BCL2 and CCNT2. Average of the PCC
values of hsa-miR-16 and BCL2 in leukemia, using the
U95(A-E), U133A and U133B chips with the GCRMA, MAS5
and RMA is given in Table 1.
TABLE 1 AVERAGE PCC VALUES OF HSA-MIR-16 AND BCL2 FOR THE
U95(A_E), U133A AND U133B CHIPS FOR LEUKEMIA
Dataset

U95(A_E)

U133A

Fig. 1 PCC values of hsa-miR-16 and one of its target gene,

BCL2 for nine tissue types, using the U95(A-E) chip with the
GCRMA normalization method.
Through the literature search and text mining a total of 76
cancer related miRNAs and mRNAs are retrieved. Part of the
results is given in Table 2. Table 2 lists 10 records of the
miRNAs, their target genes (using gene symbol annotation),
and the cancer types.

Normalization

PCC

GCRMA

-0.694

miRNA

Target gene

MAS5

-0.632

hsa-let-7c

MYC

RMA

-0.609

GCRMA

-0.762

MAS5

-0.797

RMA

-0.913

miR-1
miR-1
miR-1
miR-1
miR-106a
miR-106b
miR-125b

MET
PIM1
HDAC4
FOXP1
E2F1
E2F1
BAK1
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TABLE II CANCER RELATED MIRNAS AND MRNA
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Cancer
Burkiit
lymphoma
lung cancer
lung cancer
lung cancer
lung cancer
colon cancer
gastric cancer
prostate cancer
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miR-125b
miR-126*

EIF4EBP1
EGFL7

prostate cancer
prostate cancer

These information would be very useful for investigating the
regulatory role of miRNAs in cancer causing.
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IV. CONCLUSION
It is an important issue to know whether miRNA could
possibly play the role of an OCG and TSG. A platform is set up
for providing experimentally verified human miRNA targeting
genes, including OCG and TSG information. In addition,
fragile sites information for miRNA, and the strength of the
correlation of miRNA and its targeting mRNA expression
level for nine tissue types are computed. These two pieces of
information are very useful for identifying cancer-related
miRNAs. We are in the process of enriching more information
in the database, such as the Gene Ontology, and DNA
methylation datasets, hence it would supply more and stronger
evidence for the present study. In summary, the database
provides, and an easy means of investigating the regulatory role
for cancer study.
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